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GUIDANCE OUTDOOR INSIGHTS 

  Falbe’s feedback 
 “Imagine lighting a lake, in mid-December, in the Chicago 
 area. That may sound extreme, but it’s just another day at 

ILC. We know outdoor lighting challenges better than anyone because we 
live them; in all seasons and every type of weather. From the thousand-
acre “Illumination” at the Morton Arboretum, to small outdoor events in 
local communities, ILC has been there and lit that. Whether you’re hiring 
us to light your event or renting gear from us, the ILC team is ready to help 
you shine.”  
Scott Falbe, Founder and CEO 

Fast facts 
The numbers tell the story: It pays to work with ILC for your event. 

Bright ideas 
Q. Can I use an indoor lighting system for our outdoor event?

A. We don’t recommend it. If you’re planning an outdoor event, your gear has to
handle heat, humidity and weather than can change dramatically in a matter of
minutes. ILC has some excellent outdoor rated gear on the following pages. That
rating means these fixtures are proven to prevent dust, debris and water from entering
the light fitting. So get a true outdoor lighting system for your event.

#1 in outdoor experience
That’s huge, because it means there are no surprises 
when you work with ILC. All of our gear is proven and 
meticulously maintained and our field experts know the 
perfect systems for your event. Bottom line: ILC is smart, 
safe, uniform, trained, professional, innovative, on time 
and on budget.  

1,500+ outdoor rated fixtures

24-hour response team

1 point person for you

25+ years of successful events

Contact ILC today at 847.933.9792 or sales@ilc.com 
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All of the outdoor fixtures in this guide are tested and trusted by ILC. And 
they’re in our warehouse now and ready to rent. ILC has a massive range of 
lighting rental equipment, from conventional lighting and rigging to moving 
lights, LED lighting and control consoles. And every single one is approved by 
our factory certified technicians before it goes out to your event. We rip it 
apart, clean it, and test it. That’s one more way we help you shine. 

FIXTURE ESSENTIALS ILC INSIGHTS 

Contact ILC today at 847.933.9792 or sales@ilc.com 

Manufacturer   Chauvet 
Name   Ovation E-260WW IP 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Total wattage  221W total
Weight  26 lb. with barrel
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  Warm white
Beam angle  Compatible-S4 EDLT

Lens (14°, 19°, 26°, 36°,
50°, 70°, 90°)

Smooth and silent. Warm white ERS-
style LED that exceeds the output of 
a 750 W tungsten light. Very smooth 
dimming, virtually silent ellipsoidal. 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   SIXBAR 1000 IP 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 110-240VAC
Total wattage  145W total
Weight  19 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  RGBAW + UV
Beam angle  25°

Extremely versatile  fixture with 
strobe effects, pixel controlled LEDs, 
silent operation and built-in magnets 
for unit linking. 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   Proteus Beam 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Lamp wattage  280W lamp
Total wattage  500W total
Weight  77 lb.
Fixed gobos  13
Rotating gobos 8
Color  CMY + Wheel
Beam angle  -

Award winning because of its 
innovations. The advanced optics 
produce a precise 2.5o beam 
aperture. The Proteus Beam also has 
full CMY color mixing with 13 dichroic 
colors. 
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FIXTURE ESSENTIALS ILC INSIGHTS 

Contact ILC today at 847.933.9792 or sales@ilc.com 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   Arena Zoom Q7 IP 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Total wattage  250W total
Weight  19 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  RGBW
Beam angle  7°-40°

Motorized zoom

Lightweight but loaded. It’s only 9 
pounds but has seven QUAD color 
RGBW LEDs, color correction, strobe 
effects, silent operation and variable 
dimming curves. 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   Level Q7 IP 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Total wattage  127W total
Weight  9 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  RGBW
Beam angle  7°-13°

Workhorse par fixture. Has seven 
Osram™ QUAD-Color RGBW LEDs, 
7° to 40° motorized zoom, smooth 
color mixing, 38 color macros and 
variable speed macro effects. 

Manufacturer  Elation Professional 
Name   Volt Q5 Battery 

 Operated LED 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Total wattage  65W total
Weight  17 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  RGBW
Beam angle  7°-13°

Excellent battery-operated choice. 
You get five Quad Color RGBW 
LEDs, color mixing, rainbow effect, 8 
auto program chase effects and color 
menu display with control panel. 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   DTW 350 IP 
Use   Indoor 
Voltage 100-250VAC
Total wattage  350W total
Weight  18 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  Warm white/amber
Beam angle  65°

This fixture is part of the Blinder IP™ 
Series, so you get extreme power. 
That means 175W 2-in-1 Warm 
White/Amber COB LEDs, a wide 
beam angle, full color temperature 
control plus independent Dim-to-
Warm channel control. 
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FIXTURE ESSENTIALS ILC INSIGHTS 

Contact ILC today at 847.933.9792 or sales@ilc.com 

Manufacturer   Elation Professional 
Name   Proteus Hybrid 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 100-240VAC
Total wattage  470W total
Weight  84 lb.
Fixed gobos  14
Rotating gobos 8
Color  CTB + CTO + CMY + UV
Beam angle  -

One of the most versatile fixtures we 
have. Can be used as a wash, spot or 
beam. Full CMY and linear CTO color 
mixing, 14 dichroic colors including 
CTB, CTO, and UV. This hybrid 
rocks. 

Manufacturer   Clay Paky 
Name   Igloo Dome 
Use   Outdoor 
Voltage 200-240VAC
Total wattage  150W total
Weight  66 lb.
Fixed gobos  -
Rotating gobos -
Color  -
Beam angle  -

A super-tough, sturdy enclosure that 
offers complete protection against 
rain and humidity, and maintains a 
perfect working temperature. 

ILC is more than great gear. Our team  
will help make your next event shine. 

Talk to the experts at ILC. 



ILC has been lighting amazing experiences for over 25 years. Here are some recent highlights. 
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WE HELP YOU SHINE 

Intelligent Lighting Creations (ILC) has over 25 
years of experience in designing and delivering 
extraordinary lighting systems to productions and 
events around the country. Combined with our 
extensive inventory of lighting technology 
products and related services, ILC is ready to 
partner with you and bring professional lighting 
to your next event. 

 

Intelligent Lighting Creations 
2461 E. Oakton Street, Arlington Heights IL, 60005  

847.933.9792 • sales@ilc.com 

Whether you need rental gear or turnkey professional 
lighting for your event, contact ILC today at 

847.933.9792 or sales@ilc.com  




